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The Vtg Stencil fonts from astype are based 
on real world stencils from several coun-
tries. The US No. 72 design was derived 
from authentic stencil plates used by the 
U.S. Army.

When we call a thing vintage — after 30, 
40 or 50 years?  I'm not quite sure in this 
case. I don't know the exact date of first 
use. But I have seen many samples indicat-
ing a usage beginning in the middle of the 
1970's. Before this date a more squarish 
and wider sans serif design was used.

In addition to various stencil cutting 
machines (MARSH, DIAGRAPH-BRADLEY 
or IDEAL), which have different designs too, 
the interlocking stencil kits are part of the 
NATO or National Stock Number (NSN) sys-
tem. So these kits are widely used by the 
U.S. Army till today. You can buy these sten-
cils in DIY superstores in the States or on 
ebay. 

Please note that I had to alter many aspects 
of the original design. For example the dif-
ferent stem widths, the uneven bridges or 
the original monospaced look and feel.  
I preferred to make my font to look good in 
text setting and I'm sure to have distilled 
the best out of the design to make the best 
fonts available on the market. In 2018 I 
made an major upgrade to the fonts and 
added support for Cyrillic scripts.

Enjoy the vintage!

an original U.S. Army box of 2 inch brass stencil plates, NSN 7520‒00‒298‒7044

The IndusTrial Spirit Of type
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Fire Zone 215a
Regular

• full Latin & Cyrillic character set

• clean outlines → fast screen redraws

Fire Zone 215A
Rough

• full Latin & Cyrillic character set

• random function (OpenType calt)

• weathered look → slow screen redraws

FONT STYLES
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Fire Zone 215A
Alt Rough

• full Latin & Cyrillic character set

• alternate designs of E, F, Z, 1, 2

• random function (OpenType calt)

• weathered look → slow screen redraws

Fire Zone 215a
Alt

• full Latin & Cyrillic character set

• alternate designs of E, F, Z, 1, 2

• clean outlines → fast screen redraws

FONT STYLES



Я играю на гармошке
У прохожих на виду.
К сожаленью, день рожденья,

Только раз в году!
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EC KArte 
 Credit cards



131C-309-4936-B562

for guns m1 M2 AND MK.1
MV 2870 W/FUZE  PD. MK 27
WT    52
CU    1.00
LOADED  2-70  EXPL.D & TETRYL  /NAVY/

CARTRIGE 40mm,   HE-T, SD  mK1,  MK2

EMPTY
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